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Basic Rules of

Kendo TouRnamenTs and RefeReeing
Commands, flag movements, 
score board / recorder symbols

I wrote this article with the hope it will help 
those of you who are thinking of taking this next 
step in your kendo, to becoming a referee. It is 
a big step but it can become a very rewarding 
one. It will help you understand a lot more 
about kendo. When you start on the road to 
becoming a referee, you will find it difficult 
in the early stages to see the points scored. 
They seem so quick and you are not sure if 
all the different parts of the strike meet the 
criteria. It is the same for us all when we start, 
but it will get better each time you referee. 
Attending referee courses is also a great help. 
I hope that many of you will become good 
referees and even go on to become national or 
international shimpan. Whatever your level it 
is important to learn as much as you can about 
the official rules and regulations to improve 
your refereeing skills. I recommend you buy 
the FIK Regulations of Kendo Shiai and Shinpan 
rulebook as soon as possible.

TheFirsTsTeps
ToBecoming
areFeree BY TERRY HOLT
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A. The primary role of a referee is to decide which 
strikes or thrusts are valid (yuko-datotsu) and 
which are not. In doing this correctly the victory 
or defeat of the competitors is decided.

B. When carrying out their duties it is of the utmost 
importance that referee's decisions are always 
impartial.

C. Referees must on no account be influenced by any 
personal feelings or relationships they may have 
towards any of the competitors. No matter what, 
the outcome of the match should be determined 
only by what occurs during the match.

D. Rules exist which allow each competitor to carry 
out their match within given parameters and it 
is the duty of the referee to ensure that these 
rules are upheld during the match. Therefore, 
referees should have a complete understanding 
of the rules of kendo in order to oversee the 
proceedings correctly.

E. Referees must be vigilant at all times in order 
to be able to respond immediately and award 
or invalidate any attempted strike. To do this, 
the referees must rely on both sight and sound. 
They must determine the strength of the strike 
by following the path of the shinai, the target 
of the eventual cut and which part of the shinai 
makes final contact. An assessment of the follow-
through (zanshin) endorses the referee's decision 
to award or invalidate any attempted strike.

F. Decisions must be made instantly and with strong 
conviction. To do this effectively a referee must 
have shiai experience.

G. Another key element of a referee's duties is to 
maintain a safe environment for the competitors 
during the course of the match. Whilst closely 
studying the match they must also be able to 
identify such things as damaged shinai, incorrectly 
tied bogu, and the cleanliness and condition of 
the court floor. These matters directly affect 

the safety of the competitors and the smooth 
uninterrupted flow of the match.

H.  Referees should ensure that spectators and 
other non-fighting team members conduct 
themselves in a manner which does not hinder 
the competitors or the effectiveness of the 
referees.

I.  Actions and manner of referees at all times both 
on and off the court will ensure that a good 
example is set and formal kendo procedures are 
maintained throughout.

J. Never pre-judge a competitor on their previous 
competition or match results.

K. If you find that a competitor is from your own 
dojo or country, and you are the shushin, change 
with another referee. If this is not possible ask to 
take one of the fukushin positions.

L. Do not favour a competitor who uses similar 
techniques to your own.

M. Never lower your personal standard of refereeing 
in order to award a point because you thought 
you may have missed an earlier attempt, or for 
any other reasons.

N. Referees should check that the equipment of each 
competitor is correct and that the court officials 
are ready before the match starts. A false start 
can easily upset the competitor's concentration 
which may affect the outcome of the match.

Unfortunately some of these situations do occur.

O. Finally you should at all times demonstrate a 
fair attitude at the outcome of each match. Be 
relaxed in your manner and confident in making 
your decisions. This will be seen by both the 
competitors and the spectators, thus ensuring 
that the tournament runs smoothly throughout.

Points you have to be aware of as a referee
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Men
The datotsu-bu striking area should be at the top 
centre of the men and no lower than 45° right or 
left. Look and listen when a good strike is made; the  
right sound is a soft thud, very different from when 
the shinai hits the metal grill (men-gane).

KOte
Striking the correct place on the kote (tsutsu-bu) 
as shown. Also listen to the sound it makes as it 
is quite different from the sound when the shinai 
strikes the hand part and different again from when 
the shinai hits the tsuba/kote at the same time. The 
left kote only becomes a valid target when above 
chest height. 

The striking area or datotsu-bu (one-quarter of the 
total length of the shinai).

YuKo-daToTsu (Valid PoinT)

DO
The do can be struck on either side; both are valid 
if executed correctly. It is very important to look 
to see if the datosu-bu is striking the right place 
and the angle (hasuji) of the shinai is correct. Also 
that the zanshin is apparent. The sound can be 
misleading so look and listen.

tsuKi
A good tsuki is when you push forward with your 
whole body with good posture, extending your 
kensen to the target and after the tsuki, relaxing 
tenouchi while demonstrating good posture and 
zanshin.

Men-bu

Kiai
The sound of the competitors' voices projecting 
their fighting spirit at the moment of attack.

1. Accurate strikes or thrusts, with the correct 
parts of the shinai: (a) the datotsu-bu which 
is the edge of the shinai between the kensen 
(point) and the nakayui. (b) With the kensen of 
the shinai.

2. Displaying strong spirit and having good posture.

3. Following through with good zanshin in case of 
counterattack.

Bellow you will see the parts of the kendo armour indicated by arrows 
where valid strikes and thrusts are made. Also the correct area where the 
shinai (datotsu-bu) should make contact.

What are the criteria to look for that constitute a valid point
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These are some other situations to look at

1. Sometimes the shinai turns with the tsuru (cord) 
moving to the side. In this position a correct 
strike can never be made. As soon as you see 
this has happened, stop the match and tell the 
competitor to fix his shinai so the tsuru is facing 
up. Do not touch the shinai yourself. This is the 
only warning they will get.

2. Tsubazeriai, competing at close quarters (Fig 
A). When does it stop being tsubazeriai and how 
long do you wait for them to break? (1) It stops 
when there is a clean break of the competitors 
(Fig B). (2) After 15 to 20 seconds. But if you feel 
nothing is happening, separate them before this 
time.

3. The tsuba (hand guard) leather or synthetic, 
should be fixed right at the top of the tsukagawa's 
(leather handle) stitching. There should be no 
space between them.

4. Maybe the most important concern is the danger 
of a broken shinai. It is not always possible to 
see but the sound is sometimes a good indication 
that there could be something wrong, and it is 
worth having a look at.

5. Look at the dress of the competitors. (1) Men 
himo are tied correctly and at the right length 
(less than 40cm). (2) Do himo are not undone. 
(3) Kote himo are not loose or hanging down. (4) 
The red/white ribbons are on. Check everything 
before starting the match and be vigilant 
throughout.

4. No victorious gestures or actions to the opponent 
or audience after winning a point.

5. One handed techniques should be performed to 
a high standard.

6. When cutting backwards from tsubazeriai using 
hiki-waza, make sure the strike is correct and 
that good zanshin is apparent.

These are the basic points that make a good strike 
or thrust in kendo.

Fig A

Fig B
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commands and flag PosiTions

1.  Starting a Match and 
Starting a Match Time 
Extension (Encho)

Hajime!
(Encho Hajime!)

Yame!

commands  and  flag  PosiTions
TimeKeePeR

sYmBols

scoReBoaRd 
& RecoRdeR

siTuaTion

2. Stopping a Match Stop Clock

3. Yuko-Datotsu

Good point made by either 
competitor, show red or white 
flag.

Ippon-Ari
After two hansoku (fouls) have 
been given to one competitor.
Ippon-ari (one point) is given to 
the other competitor.

Torikeshi
To take away the point given. The 
referees must have a discussion 
(gogi) before deciding this.

1. Was not alert in spirit 
and posture to stop a 
counterattack (no zanshin).

2. Made exaggerated gestures 
afterwards.

Men-Ari !

Kote-Ari !

Do-Ari !

Tsuki-Ari !

Ippon-Ari !

E

M

K

D

T

H

Clock Stopped

Torikeshi !

4. Restarting a Match after 
First and Second Points

First point to red (nihon-me). 
Second point to white (shobu).

Bring down flag.

Start Clock

Nihonme!

Shobu!

Start Clock

also scoRe    BoaRd & RecoRdeR/TimeKeePeR sYmBols
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also scoRe    BoaRd & RecoRdeR/TimeKeePeR sYmBols

commands  and  flag  PosiTions
TimeKeePeR

sYmBols

scoReBoaRd 
& RecoRdeR

siTuaTion

5. Referee's Communication 
Signals on Point Validity

1. Disagree-
 Wave flags quickly from side 

to side.
2. Did not see-
 Hold flags down crossed in 

front.

6. Winning Point

Time up, win by one point only. 
Referee's decision (hantei). 
Dismissal or default (fusen-gachi).

Bring down flag.

Shobu-Ari!

Hantei ! Ht

Clock Stopped

Hikiwake

1.Disagree 2.Did not see

Clock Running

7. Match Drawn
Only in team matches and pools 
systems.

×
Clock Stopped

8. Referee's Signalling

A foul has been committed by one 
competitor.　The Chief Referee 
(shushin) stops the match and 
points to that competitor telling 
them they have incurred one foul 
(hansoku-ikkai). If they commit 
another foul (hansoku-nikai), 
after this call the referee will 
raise his red/white flag and give 
ippon-ari to the other competitor. 
If the two competitors commit the 
same foul at the same time both 
red and white flags are raised to 
the sides and both competitors 
are told they have one foul against 
them (hansoku-ikkai).

Hansoku-Ikkai ▲

Clock Stopped

H
Hansoku-Nikai

Ippon-Ari !
▲

one foul

commit 
another 

foul 
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commands and flag PosiTions also scoRe BoaRd & RecoRdeR/TimeKeePeR sYmBols

commands  and  flag  PosiTions
TimeKeePeR

sYmBols

scoReBoaRd 
& RecoRdeR

siTuaTion

Wakare!

9. Referee's Discussion

Over some infringement of the 
rules. The three referees walk to 
the centre, the two competitors 
put their shinai away (osame-
to), step back and sit down in 
sonkyo or seiza inside the court 
and wait.
Bring down flags.

Gogi!
Clock Stopped

10. Competing at Close Quarters

If the competitors are seen to be 
at a stalemate or wasting time 
in tsubazeriai, the Chief Referee 
will call wakare. The competitors 
must part where they are; if they 
are close to the court line they 
will be repositioned. The Chief 
Referee will then bring down the 
flags as the match is restarted 
(hajime).

Hajime !

Clock Running

11. Offset / Sosai

This is a complicated rule about 
hansoku given in encho or 
when both competitors, having 
gained one point each, then 
both commit a second hansoku 
simultaneously. In these cases 
the foul will be offset. The rules 
need to be studied on this.

Sosai!

Hajime !

Start Clock

Clock Stopped
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RefeRees Basic moVemenTs in The couRT

Shushin

Red Side White Side

Fukushin Fukushin

The court is split into three sections; these are the areas each 
referee is responsible for. You can enter into the other areas 
when necessary.

Referees should move to their positions 
with the flags held in their right hands, 
they should then unroll their flags with 
both hands in front and then bring them to 
their sides. During the match they should 
move around the court in a smooth and 
upright manner. Do not lean over but keep 
upright with your hands straight down by 
your sides. After a team match or the end 
of a competition all referees should roll 
up the white flag two turns then put it 
inside the red flag, rolling them together 
so no white is showing. Then move back 
to the starting point with the flags held in 
the right hand.

Referee's Outfit: Navy-blue blazer,  grey 
trousers, plain white shirt, deep red 
necktie, dark blue socks plus your own set 
of flags.

Try to always keep this triangle shape 
looking through the two competitors to 
see the other referees. Move quickly and 
smoothly, always looking at what the 
competitors are doing even after a point 
has been given.
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RefeRee PosiTions and moVemenTs on couRT   Plus comPeTiToR's PosiTions Team/indiVidual

Shomen-ni rei
then

otagai-ni-rei
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

with men
& shinai

with men
& shinai

Both teams line up at the start of the competition, 
and also at the beginning and end of the final, bow 
to the main table (shomen-ni-rei) and then to each 
other (otagai-ni-rei).

The first two fighters of both teams should be in 
armour holding shinai.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Otagai-ni-rei

Outgoing teams

with men
& shinai

with men
& shinai

Incoming teams

Line up for out-going and in-coming teams.

The first two fighters of the incoming team and the 
last fighter of the outgoing team should be in armour 
holding shinai.

A B

At the start of the competition all three referees 
enter the court this way. In an individual match the
fighters wait outside the court until the referees are 
in place with flags unrolled by their sides.

Main Table / Chief Judge

Referees' seats

Fig 1

From the start position both sub-referees (fukushin) 
move at the same time to their positions turning 
inwards to face the shushin.

Main Table / Chief Judge

Shushin

Fukushin Fukushin

Fig 2
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RefeRee PosiTions and moVemenTs on couRT   Plus comPeTiToR's PosiTions Team/indiVidual

After three matches the shushin is changed.

Incoming
referee

Outgoing referee (ex shushin)

Shushin

Fig 5

Group changes are usually done after each team 
match, but if not enough referees one or two can be 
changed at this time. At the end of the competition 
or round the referees leave the court in this way.

Referees' seats

Outgoing referees

Just outside the 
court the three 
referees stop and 
thank each other

Incoming referees

Fig 6

Referee's movements from one position to another. 
Place both flags in the right hand and move anti-
clockwise. This rotation is done every three 
matches.

Main Table / Chief Judge

Fig 3

These are the three positions at which any referee
can be changed.

Shushin

Incoming referees

Incoming referee

Outgoing referees

Outgoing referee

Fig 4
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scoReBoaRd and RecoRdeR sheeTs

ShushinCourt

A Round
#Fukushin Fukushin

Team Name

Name1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Name

Name Name

Name Name

Name Name

Name Name

WinnersWinners Points Points

Team Name

M

MT
M×H

K
Second Point Third Point First Point

Yuko-datotsu     M = Men   K = Kote   D = Do   T = Tsuki   Ht = Hantei

    = Hansoku   E = Encho (put on centre line)   × = Hikiwake (put on centre line)

●● = Fusen-gachi (on the winner's side)   H = Second Hansoku (on the opponent's side)

D

sTandaRd couRT and hall laYouT

Safety Area1.5m

9~11m

Shushin

Court

M
at

M
at

Fukushin Fukushin
50cm 50cm1.4m

30~40cm

1.4m

VIPControl
Post

Commentator/ControllerTimekeepers/Recorders
Court Manager

Referees

Competition Chief Judge
(Shimpan-cho)

Co
ur

t S
co

re
bo

ar
d

Score
Keepers

Ribbon-tiers Ribbon-tiers

Main Scoreboard on the Wall

First Aid

Shushin sight lines 
to the timekeeper 
and scoreboard

Court can be made 
s m a l l e r  i f  t h e  
venue is small
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RefeRees QuicK RefeRence caRT 

action Commands Flag signals Fig

Beginning Starting the Match "HAJIME" Flags at both sides Fig.I

Resumption Restarting the match  "HAJIME" Flags at both sides Fig.I

Suspension Stopping the match "YAME" Both flags raised straight above Fig.6

Extension Beginning of an extension "ENCHO-
HAJIME" Flags at both sides Fig.I

Fight off Representative match "HAJIME" Flags at both sides Fig.I

Yuko-datotsu
Valid Point

Decision of yuko-datotsu "MEN,KOTE,
DO,TSUKI-ARI" Flag raised at 45° to one sideover head. Fig.2a

Denial of yuko-datotsu Both flags waving crosswise with hands stretched down Fig.3

Unable to see yuko-datotsu Both flags crossed with hands stretched down Fig.4

Cancellation of decision "TORIKESHI" Both flags waving crosswise Fig.3

Restarting match after first point "NIHONME" Lowering the raised flag Fig.2a

Restarting match with each having one point "SHOBU" Lowering the raised flag Fig.2a

Decision of
Victory or 
Defeat

Decision of victory or defeat "SHOBU-ARI" Lowering the raised flag Fig.2a

Victory with one point "SHOBU-ARI" Lowering the raised flag Fig.2a

Victory by hantei "HANTEI" All the three referees raise flags 45° at same 
time for red or white Fig.2

Draw  "HIKIWAKE" Both flags crossed overhead Fig.5

Victory by default "SHOBU-ARI" Lowering the raised flag Fig.2a

Incapacitation "SHOBU-ARI" Lowering the raised flag Fig.2a

Victory or defeat by lot "SHOBU-ARI" Lowering the raised flag Fig.2a

Gogi
Decision

Calling a referee conference "GOGI" Both flags raised in right hand Fig.8

Signalling of its result Flag signals made by Chief Referee only

Hansoku

Fouls 

Drug abuse "SHOBU-ARI" Same as yuko-datotsu Fig.2

Uncourteous utterance or acts "SHOBU-ARI" Same as above Fig.2

Prohibited equipment "SHOBU-ARI" Same as above Fig.2

Tripping or sweeping opponent's legs "HANSOKU"
(IKKAI / NIKAI)

Flags raised to one side by all. Chief Referee puts 
flags in one hand and points his finger toward the 
violator and announces the numbers of hansoku 
committed

Fig.9
and 

Fig.11

Shoving or pushing the opponent out of court Same as above Same as above
Fig.9
and 

Fig.11

Dropping the shinai on the floor or touching it Same as above Same as above Fig.9

Request for a break without a justifiable reason Same as above Same as above Fig.9

Miscellaneous violations of the regulations Same as above Same as above Fig.9

Fouls simultaneously committed by both 
competitors Same as above Both flags raised out from both sides by all referees

Fig.10
and 

Fig.11

The same competitor having committed two 
fouls

"HANSOKU" 
(Nikai) Then 
giving Ippon-Ari

Flags raised to one side by all. Chief Referee puts 
flags in one hand and points his finger toward the 
violator and announces the numbers of hansoku 
committed and same as yuko-datotsu

Fig.9
Fig.11

Fig.2

Applying offset

"SOSAI" and 
"ONAJIKU-
SOSAI" after 
the second 
offset

Both flags waved crosswise with hands stretched down Fig.3

Wakare
Break apart

1. When a match has come to a stalemate "WAKARE" Holding both flags straight forward Fig.7

2. To continue the match "HAJIME" Lower both flags Fig.7

Injury, accident, 
or default

Incapacitation due to injury, accident, or 
default "SHOBU-ARI" Same as yuko-datotsu  Fig.2

Fig.I Fig.2 Fig.2a Fig.3 Fig.4 Fig.5 Fig.6 Fig.7 Fig.8 Fig.9 Fig.10 Fig.11


